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Portrait painting is a genre in painting, where the intent is to depict a human subject.The term
'portrait painting' can also describe the actual painted portrait. Portraitists may create their work by
commission, for public and private persons, or they may be inspired by admiration or affection for
the subject.
Portrait painting - Wikipedia
Roman portraiture was one of the most significant periods in the development of portrait art.
Originating from ancient Rome, it continued for almost five centuries.Roman portraiture is
characterised by unusual realism and the desire to convey images of nature in the high quality style
often seen in ancient Roman art.Some busts even seem to show clinical signs.
Roman portraiture - Wikipedia
BibMe Free Bibliography & Citation Maker - MLA, APA, Chicago, Harvard
BibMe: Free Bibliography & Citation Maker - MLA, APA ...
In no wise: For Iesus Christ remains alwayes first and supreme Pastor, and S. Peter and his
Successors are only his Lievtenants and Vicars upon earth; and in this manner that doth rather raise
Iesus Chrifts authority, than lessen it ; for even as it is an honor to a King to have under him
Governors of Provinces, vice-Royes, Lievrenants and Generalls of Armies, to whom his Subjects
pay ...
Iesus - Wiktionary
A list of ancient Greek and Latin authors, with links to online translations: A-L
Greek & Latin authors: list of translations
A man is beloued of a man, in that he is a man, but all theÅ¿e are farre more eminent and great,
when they Å¿hal proceed from a Å¿anctified Å¿pirit, that hath a true touch of Religion, and a
reference to God.
reference - Wiktionary
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